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TALK 
STRUCTURE



Reactions

• Emoji reactions as Paralinguistic Digital Affordances

         (Hayes et. al, 2016) 

• Meaning of “Likes” highly varied in different contexts 
        (Scissors 2016) 

• Often ”phatic” communication that lacks substance 
        (Malinowski 1972, Miller 2008) 



• “Single-Option, Single-Click”

Reaction Styles

Facebook                                LinkedIn

Twitter/X         Instagram

Facebook Reactions: Ekman & Cordaro’s theory of human emotions 
(Wisniewski et. al., 2020)

• “Limited-Bar”



• “Free-for-all”

• ...and more

Reaction Styles

Slack



CARINGBRIDGE.ORG
• Non-profit established in 1997
• Niche health blogging platform
• Free “Journals” written by 

patient and caregiver authors

• Subscription by friends & family
• Over 40M unique users annually



• The Company Logo

• Introduced as a “Reaction” in 2012
⚬ (Facebook “Like” was 2009)







• Prayer: Most frequent and most important form of support 
exchange on CaringBridge (Smith 2020)

• Spiritual Support: 

⚬ Underlies many forms of care and support
⚬ Interfaces can represent belief systems to improve 

support exchange (Smith 2021)

*Note: Religion and spirituality are not synonomous, talk to me later about this!

Prayer & Spiritual* Support



• Custom-branded  CaringBridge Reactions released in 
January 2021, including a distinctive “Prayer” option
⚬ Explicitly modeled after Facebook Reactions (2016)



Major Research Question

How does expansion from the 
“single-option single-click” Heart 
reaction into a “limited-bar” of four 
choices impact users’ perceptions of 
reacting on CaringBridge?
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METHODS



Strict 

Opt-In

Subset

TWO-PHASES OF DATA COLLECTION

Survey: N = 808

54% authors  ~  67% Christian  ~  85% female  ~  50% 45-65yo

Interviews: N = 13

54% authors ~ 54% Christian  ~ 85% female ~ 46% 45-65yo



(Affinity mapping of open codes on Miro: first survey, then interview codes)

GROUNDED THEORY METHOD
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FINDINGS



• Simple interface
• Understood unambiguously as 

acknowledgement & support
• Universally applicable without risk of 

misinterpretation
• More meaningful than “Likes” because 

of the special CaringBridge context

ORIGINAL REACTION STYLE:
SINGLE-OPTION, SINGLE-
CLICK
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...but there are issues!

Increase in 

interface 

complexity

Elevates inclusion for 
many users;

Introduces major 

exclusion and offense 
for others, e.g., race & 
religion

Functional 

ambiguity

Does the reaction show...
• visitor’s own emotion?
• empathy with author?
• attempt to improve 

author’s emotions?

Semantic 

ambiguity 

• Symbols have 
multiple meanings

• These meanings may 
overlap.



When I want to express that I 
care, but don't want to keep 
repeating myself with 
‘prayers and thoughts’ (Visitor)

Reducing Redundancy,
Increasing E!iciency



I would love to get this reaction 
because it would mean that 
people see something positive in 
his recovery. I'm afraid I will 
never see this reaction since I 
now believe he will likely die 
within the next year. (Author)

Unmet 
expectations



We chose CaringBridge because it's 
not social media. I think a lot gets lost 
in reactions or di!erent emojis. It 
makes it not as meaningful. Making 

CaringBridge more like Facebook 

would seriously make me consider 

not using it. (Author)

Keep CaringBridge 
Special



No more of these please. We are 
becoming an increasingly 
illiterate society. Surely people 

can write “I am so sorry for 

your troubles” instead of 

poking a cartoon face. (Author)

Literacy & 
Authenticity
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DESIGN
IMPLICATIONS



Was the reactions launch a good idea?

Think carefully before complicating a niche 
platform to keep up with the tech giants.



Design Implications

Assuming CaringBridge retains the limited-bar:
• Reduce ambiguity
• Improve inclusivity
• Help authors communicate preferences



Reduce ambiguity

Gesture- rather than emotion-based reactions

• E.g.,

         Heart, Prayer, Hug, Flowers , Candle, Clap

(Commonly suggested by participants)

! " #$



Enable “Out-Out” for specific (or all) reactions

Improve inclusivity



Improve inclusivity &
Help authors communicate preferences



Help authors communicate preferences

Existing Feature: 
Generic nudge



Help authors communicate preferences

Improved Feature Possibility: 
Author-configured nudge



QUESTIONS?
EstelleSmithPhD

hci.social/@estellesmith


